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Strained Hydrocarbons: Beyond the van't Hoff and Le Bel HypothesisJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009
In clearly structured chapters, this book covers the fascinating world of hydrocarbons, providing an insight into the fundamental principles of chemistry. The monograph covers modern aspects of the topic, such as carbon nanotubes, molecular flask inclusion, and fullerenes, with new synthetic procedures for the build up of the structural lattice...
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Clinton and Japan: The Impact of Revisionism on U.S. Trade PolicyOxford University Press, 2009

	This book chronicles how a controversial set of policy assumptions about the Japanese economy, known as revisionism, rose to become the basis of the trade policy approach of the Clinton administration. In the context of growing fear over Japan's increasing economic strength, revisionists argued that Japan represented a distinctive form of...
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Combinatorial Optimization and Theoretical Computer Science: Interfaces and PerspectivesJohn Wiley & Sons, 2008

	The LAMSADE1 was established in 1976 as a research laboratory jointly funded by Paris-Dauphine University and the CNRS (the French National Science Foundation) oriented to decision aiding, mainly in the areas of multiple criteria decision aiding and linear programming.


	It very soon aggregated the research activities on computer...
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iOS 5 Programming Pushing the Limits: Developing Extraordinary Mobile Apps for Apple iPhone, iPad, and iPod TouchJohn Wiley & Sons, 2011


	Apple has a history of alternating its releases between user-focus and developer-focus. The good news about iOS 5 is that it's all about the developers. The

	addition of Automatic Reference Counting (ARC) alone is worth the upgrade for developers. In one move, Apple has eliminated the number one cause of

	crashes in iOS applications,...
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Ext JS 4 Web Application Development CookbookPackt Publishing, 2012


	Ext JS 4 is Sencha's latest JavaScript framework for developing cross-platform web applications. Built upon web standards, Ext JS provides a comprehensive library of user interface widgets and data manipulation classes to turbo-charge your application's development. Ext JS 4 builds on Ext JS 3, introducing a number of new widgets and...
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Knowledge Representation, Reasoning and Declarative Problem SolvingCambridge University Press, 2010

	This book is about the language of logic programming with answer set semantics and its application

	to knowledge representation reasoning and declarative problem solving This book will be useful

	to researchers in logic programming declarative programming articial intelligence knowledge

	representation and autonomous agents to...
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Getting Started with RStudioO'Reilly, 2011

	
		Dive into the RStudio Integrated Development Environment (IDE) for using and programming R, the popular open source software for statistical computing and graphics. This concise book provides new and experienced users with an overview of RStudio, as well as hands-on instructions for analyzing data, generating reports, and developing...
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Advanced Social Media Marketing: How to Lead, Launch, and Manage a Successful Social Media ProgramApress, 2012

	Hundreds of millions of Americans are using social media (SM), and already some 70% of businesses have joined them there, using Facebook and other SM platforms to connect with their customers, and attract new ones. So the real question isn’t whether to take your business onto social media platforms—but how to do it quickly,...
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Becoming a Values-Based LeaderInformation Age Publishing, 2012

	What is Values-Based Leadership? How does one become a Values-Based Leader? Why Value-Based Leadership? Certainly these are critical questions. It is now widely recognized that effective leaders, from Martin Luther King through political leaders and corporate executives, have a foundation of values that guide their decision-making, and...
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Learning LibGDX Game Development, Second EditionPackt Publishing, 2014

	Wield the power of the LibGDX framework to create a cross-platform game


	About This Book

	
		Write your game code once and run it on a multitude of platforms using LibGDX
	
		Learn about the key features of LibGDX that will ease and speed up your development cycles
	
		An...
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VBScript in a Nutshell, 2nd EditionO'Reilly, 2003
Lightweight yet powerful, VBScript from Microsoft® is used in four main areas: server-side web applications using Active Server Pages (ASP), client-side web scripts using Internet Explorer, code behind Outlook forms, and automating repetitive tasks using Windows Script Host (WSH). VBScript in a Nutshell, Second...
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Professional Ajax (Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2006
Combining tried-and-true CSS, XML, and JavaScript™ technologies, Ajax provides web developers with the ability to create more sophisticated and responsive user interfaces and break free from the "click-and-wait" standard that has dominated the web since its introduction.
    This book discusses the range of request brokers...
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